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League of Women Voters of Montgomery County 
2016 General Election Voters’ Guide  

Addendum 10/21/16  
Additional Unedited Questions/Responses  

on Tax Reform and Other Priorities  
from Senatorial and Congressional Candidates on the Ballot,  

Background on Judges and 
Complete Entries for Write-in Candidates  
who filed with the State Board of Elections 
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U.S. Senator   
 

Duties: U.S. Senators make laws along with the House of Representatives, ratify 
treaties, and conduct investigations on issues of national importance. The Senate 
confirms Presidential appointments. 
 
How Elected: In 2016, Maryland voters will elect one Senator. Voters elect two 
Senators from each State who serve six years. About one-third of the 100 members of 
the Senate is elected every two years. Senators must be at least 30 years old, have 
been citizens of the United States at least 9 years and be residents of the state they 
want to represent. 
 
Term: Six years    Base Salary: $174,000 
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U.S. Senator - Vote for no more than 1 candidate. 

 
ISSUES (6 additional topics appear in printed Voters’ Guide on 

Qualifications, Economy, Foreign Policy, Immigration, Environment and Inequality) 

  
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 
 Kathy Szeliga (Rep): Our tax code is yet another example that the federal 
government has become too complex for the average person to navigate. The tax code 
is more than 73,000 pages long. There is no way Maryland families and small 
businesses could begin to understand it. We must simplify our tax code and eliminate 
loopholes. 
 
 Chris Van Hollen (Dem): Our tax code is rigged for those who make money off 
of money instead of working Americans. My plan would eliminate tax breaks that reward 
corporations that move jobs overseas instead of creating jobs here at home, and close 
loopholes that benefit hedge fund managers. I also support a Wall Street trading fee to 
crack down on risky trading. 
 
 Margaret Flowers (Grn): We need to return to high tax rates on the wealthiest as 
there were in the middle of the last century to stop the hoarding of wealth and stimulate 
reinvestment in the economy. In this global era, we need a global tax to end the hiding 
of wealth in tax havens. We need to lift the cap on the Social Security tax to increase 
benefits and raise the Medicare tax to expand improved Medicare to everyone. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you?  
 
 Kathy Szeliga (Rep):  As the daughter of an Army officer, I strongly believe we 
must honor the promises we have made to our men and women in uniform. But right 
now, we are failing them. The VA is a bureaucratic nightmare and needs immediate 
reform. These brave men and women have sacrificed so much to keep our country safe 
– it is the least we can do. 
 
 Chris Van Hollen (Dem): 1.Protect and expand Social Security and Medicare to 
guarantee retirement security 2.Invest in education in every neighborhood so every 
child gets a fair opportunity 3.Reform the criminal justice system to treat drug addiction 
as a health issue and improve ex-offender reentry to help people rejoin their 
communities 4.Reform the campaign finance system to get big and secret money out of 
politics 
 
 Margaret Flowers (Grn): A 21st century model of fair trade that improves 
conditions for all workers and protects the environment. We need to treat access to 
basic necessities and information as public goods, not commodities. I support municipal 
internet and net neutrality. We need a national water plan and food labeling laws. We 
need to end modern slavery and genocide of Indigenous people and promote self-
determination. 
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Write-In Candidates for U.S. Senator filed with Board of Elections 
 

Jeffrey Binkins (Write-in, Democratic)   
 Filed 10/18/3016, questionnaire sent, but no responses received to date 
 
Greg Dorsey (Write-in, Unaffiliated) 

Website: http://www.gregdorseyunaffiliated.com 
Campaign Facebook Page: http://facebook.com/gregdorseyunaffiliated 
Campaign Email: greg@gregdorseyunaffiliated.com 

 
QUALIFICATIONS: How does your experience prepare you for the duties of a Senator? 
 I have always been a staunch independent – I believe there is no single solution 
to any given issue. My life-long distaste with partisan politics propelled me first into 
activism and now into candidacy. My strongest “qualification” would be the ability to 
approach any issue, and the ensuing discussions and debates, with absolute objectivity, 
and without questionable or devious influence. 

ECONOMY: What economic policies would you support to assist low and middle 
income citizens?  
 My broader economic mindset would be to concentrate far more on local and 
regional business growth and expansion vs. globalized trade pacts. Inspiring local job 
creation with PPP’s, grants, low interest loans, philanthropic incentives and corporate 
tax incentives – creating new wages and consistent wage growth. Also: Yes to EITC. 
Yes to affordable higher education. Yes on taxing Wall Street. 
 
FOREIGN POLICY: What are the most important foreign policy issues and how would 
you address them? 
 Containing the international financial slowdown – can our modern financial 
markets outlast the Chinese bubble, the Euro stagnation, failing countries and the 
international crude oil glut? When one market falls, all markets respond. To quote 
Richard Haass, “foreign policy begins at home” – education, US debt, immigration, 
infrastructure – a strong US will be able to endure these precarious times. 
 
IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, would you support in immigration policy? 
 I would have considered supporting 2013 SB 744 – The “Border Security, 
Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Modernization Act”. This bill addressed both 
sides of the immigration debate. Penalties, back taxes, strengthening our borders, 
solidifying E-Verify, permanent “W” visas, restructuring court processes, expanding 
permanent visas for the highly skilled, welcoming investors and entrepreneurs. 
 
ENVIRONMENT: What is the most pressing environmental problem and what measures 
would you support to address it? 
 Climate change is now fact. Without fresh air to breathe, clean water to drink and 
uncontaminated food to eat farmed from fertile and hydrated soil, we as HUMANS are 
nothing. I fully support the application of wind and solar energy. I would support 
incentives for companies involved in the R&D of new “green” technologies – in turn 
creating future US business and manufacturing growth and expansion. 

http://www.gregdorseyunaffiliated.com/
http://facebook.com/gregdorseyunaffiliated
mailto:greg@gregdorseyunaffiliated.com
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Greg Dorsey (Write-in, Unaffiliated) continued     U.S. Senator 

 
INEQUALITY: What policies would you support to address increasing concern about 
economic, racial, and social inequality? 
 Economic, racial and social inequality – poverty. How do we lift individuals, 
families and communities out of poverty? Job opportunity, wage growth and education. 
Incentives, grants, PPP’s and financing for urban job creators. An urban education 
revival – trade schools, charter schools for the G&T, incentives for high school 
graduation, affordable higher education. 
 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 Create a more competitive international corporate tax rate while closing 
deduction loopholes. Oppose corporate “inversion” schemes. Incentives for job creators. 
Personal and corporate “off shore account” reporting. Tax Wall Street. Create the jobs 
and wage growth necessary to procure a wide-spread and abundant tax base – the 
larger the tax base, the smaller the individual tax burden. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you? 
 Other priorities: Government reform – US Congressional term limitations, major 
campaign finance reform, eliminating gerrymandering, advocating for “non-partisan top 
4 blanket open primaries”, dismantling of professional lobbying, Supreme Court term 
limitations, eliminate or reconstruct the Electoral College. 
 

 
Michael T. Pearson (Write-in, Democratic) 
 
Candidate has not responded to any of the questions. 
Check Vote411.org for responses received by 10/31/2016 deadline. 
 

 
Robert Lee (Bob) Robinson (Write-in, Democratic) 
 Website: http://premroserobinson 
 
QUALIFICATIONS: How does your experience prepare you for the duties of a Senator? 
 My political ambition started in 1976, the Bicential with a walking Campaign to All 
23 County seats the State of MARYLAND. [ FOURTY YEARS IN POLITICS ]. Iam 
continuening my Education in Political Sociences. I have lived in MARYLAND all my life. 
I ran for the MD. Senate in 2007. I am 72 Years old and knowledge of the Seniors 
NEEDS. Pass member and Board of Saint Patrick Roman Catholic Church. 
 
ECONOMY: What economic policies would you support to assist low and middle 
income citizens? 
 Provide Dental Care for ALL Senior Citizens. Safety Deposit BOXES for ALL U. 
S. Citizens. Free College Education the Ages 55 and Over. People to use all resources 
and Citizen be informed to the G.N. P.. 
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Robert Lee (Bob) Robinson (Write-in, Democratic)    U.S. Senator 

 
FOREIGN POLICY: What are the most important foreign policy issues and how would 
you address them? 
 If Iam elected your Senator , I will Pass Legilation for SOVERN STATES, 
COUNTRYS, with MORIAL, MILITARY, and Fianicial SUPPORT. Pass Legilation to 
keep Businesses and Industrys in the U. S.. No loop-holes or TAX Breaks for these 
Inties. 
 
IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, would you support in immigration policy? 
 Have all Immigrants Stand in line for under going State Policies and for them 
Learn to Speak the English Language. Pass Legilation for more Immigants to Aquire 
more EDUCATION. 
 
ENVIRONMENT: What is the most pressing environmental problem and what measures 
would you support to address it? 
 To inforce the THREE Ps , Pollution, Population and Provity. Up grade the Better 
Water Quality Act of the 1900s. Better FOOD Inspections . Do away with Old DAMS 
Combind ELECTRIC GRIDS for effanc ELECTRICITY, ETC.. 
 
INEQUALITY: What policies would you support to address increasing concern about 
economic, racial, and social inequality? 
 Push for more free education for Blacks. Speake on MORIAL vales and to Curve 
Racial Viliance, ETC.. 
 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 Tax collectors were present Back-in Bibicial Times and Should Be Inforced! Ues 
Checks and Balances ! Have the Wealthy Pay more TAXS , ETC. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you? 
 I am a Grue ON the ENVIRNOMENT , limit Water USE, Bioal Chemestry in 
Popular CROPS, Inprovize for to help in Addition Resources. Put Water- Meaters on all 
Fire Hydrens , ETC.. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Charles U. Smith (Write-in, Democratic) 

Campaign Facebook Page: http://facebook.com/charlessmith 
Campaign Email: charlesulyssesbraveheart@yahoo.com 

 
QUALIFICATIONS: How does your experience prepare you for the duties of a Senator? 
 I served the state of Maryland for thirty five years / advisor to four Governors as 
Adjutant General Maryland national Guard /aide to Warfield ,Hodges .fretted , before 
ordered back to active duty regular army. Register with the state medical board. 
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Charles U. Smith (Write-in, Democratic) continued    U.S. Senator 

 
ECONOMY: What economic policies would you support to assist low and middle 
income citizens? 
 a fair wage above minimum for every one . 
 
FOREIGN POLICY: What are the most important foreign policy issues and how would 
you address them? 
 it sure will not be like they are addressing foreign now. 
 
IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, would you support in immigration policy? 
 that every one should be here legally 
 
ENVIRONMENT: What is the most pressing environmental problem and what measures 
would you support to address it? 
 the Chesapeake bay . 
 
INEQUALITY: What policies would you support to address increasing concern about 
economic, racial, and social inequality? 
 enforce the laws fairly in the present not like they did in the past. 
 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 tax every one fairly . 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you? 
 most important is veterans rights to me . 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Ed Tinus (Write-in, Republican) 

Website: http://united-us.org 
Campaign Facebook Page: http://www.facebook.com/Friends-of-Ed-Tinus-
324453870984394/ 
Campaign Email: tincar@mchsi.com 

 
QUALIFICATIONS: How does your experience prepare you for the duties of a Senator? 
 In looking for the ideal resume, You may ignore the ideal candidate. The frame 
work of this country is designed to allow the farmer to come out of the field and hold any 
office. A candidate would have to be a genius if they were not to follow the frame work 
our fore fathers established. The voters will govern my leadership. I have served for the 
public good all my adult life and will continue. 
 
ECONOMY: What economic policies would you support to assist low and middle 
income citizens? 
 First and foremost ask the voters if my intentions are for the public good. 
Subsidize minimum wage to earn $15.00 per hour. Return funds to social security 
Collect tariffs on all imports and exports of goods to support our federal government.  
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Ed Tinus (Write-in, Republican) continued    U.S. Senator 

 
(ECONOMY...)  Eliminate the temporary income tax. Create jobs through infrastructure 
maintenance, restore the Chesapeake bay. Enact term limits on property tax. 
 
FOREIGN POLICY: What are the most important foreign policy issues and how would 
you address them? 
 First and foremost I would ask the voters what is their most important foreign 
policy issues. As their representative I would glean the will of the voters. Through 
transparency inform them as to what the most uniform way is to address those 
concerns. Any candidate that can address foreign policy issues through their opinion is 
a National Security risk and should not hold office. 
 
IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, would you support in immigration policy? 
 First and foremost I would ask the voters what changes, if any, they would 
support in immigration policy. I would disclose to the voters all the issues in place. Such 
issues as the large fee's collected by the fed to become a citizen, The ability to speak 
and read English, and listen to what other immigration policy concerns the voters may 
want me to address. Communicating through the internet . 
 
ENVIRONMENT: What is the most pressing environmental problem and what measures 
would you support to address it? 
 Locally restoring the Chesapeake Bay. If it would be the will of the voters, I would 
reorganize all efforts for a healthy bay. My plan is a sound approach that actually will 
restore Maryland's National Treasure. I would ask the voters what are their most 
pressing environmental concerns? I then would seek council from the voters . Through 
transparency design a sensible plan . 
 
INEQUALITY: What policies would you support to address increasing concern about 
economic, racial, and social inequality? 
 I would only address the concerns of policies that do not conflict with the power 
that the Constitution grants to the federal government. I would act as a overseer to the 
State to insure uniform assist to all the citizens needs. I would continually search for the 
will of the voters to protect them from any legislature that does not give uniform 
concession to the voters. 
 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 Repel the free trade act. Eliminate the federal income tax, and collect a tariff on 
all imports and exports of goods. This is the Constitutions method for the federal 
government to support its needs. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you? 
 To open a line of communication to the voters that has never been seen before, 
modernize the voting process ,making voting safe and secure from your own home, 
protect the Right that all voters can vote in every election even primaries, protecting 
restoring social security, investing in transportation, creating jobs, strengthening small 
business, stop terrorism through educating women to have value 
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Lih Young (Write-in, Democratic)      U.S. Senator 
 

Website: http://vote-md.org/intro.aspx?id=mdyounglih 
Campaign Twitter Account: twitter.com/DR_LIH_YOUNG 
Campaign Email: lyly2kj@gmail.com 

 
QUALIFICATIONS: How does your experience prepare you for the duties of a Senator? 
 Reformer/advocate/activist. Promote fairness/freedom/justice/peace; 
productivity/accountability/cost-effectiveness. Identified “socio- economic-political- 
election- media- budget- legislation- system problems”; local- global; testify/recommend 
to officials, law enforcement, 3 branches. TV programs producer speaker; field/studio. 
Expertise, commitment: intensive/extensive/diversified civic services 
 
ECONOMY: What economic policies would you support to assist low and middle 
income citizens? 
 Prosecute/eliminate " official misconduct-government gang-MURDER-FRAUD-
CRIME-INJUSTICE NETWORKS" operation, unjust/false/misleading practices; private-
public; 3 branches, local- global, inc. non-profit, think tanks. Protect 
people/families/businesses: lives, rights, reputation, assets, vehicles, resources. 
Promote productivity, public interest, cost-benefits, social needs, budget constraints. 
 
FOREIGN POLICY: What are the most important foreign policy issues and how would 
you address them? 
 SUPPORT drawdown of US combat forces overseas; promote diplomacy. No 
War. No Assassinations; OPPOSE: unfair free trade agreements, genocides, land-
grabbing; not for the best interest of general public for usa and foreign countries; not to 
benefit: warmongers; banking, automobiles, military industrial complex, related “official 
misconduct-government gang- MURDER- FRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS". 
 
IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, would you support in immigration policy? 
 SUPPORT: Comprehensive immigration reform. Promote humanity, productivity, 
justice, peace. Protect people, families, environment. Prosecute “official misconduct-
government gang- MURDER FRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE networks”; unjust practices, 
victimization, deprivation, destruction; threat, coercion; unjust arrest, detention, torture. 
Reduce fees, speedy processing of citizen application/replacement . 
 
ENVIRONMENT: What is the most pressing environmental problem and what measures 
would you support to address it? 
 End: dependence/subsidies for fossil fuels, coal, nuclear energy, offshore oil 
drilling, spills. Curb carbon pollution, medical costs. Improve regulation/oversight. 
Promote clean air, water, renewable energy. Protect public health, environment. 
Promote efficiency, technology, research. Reduce unjust practices, hacking, 
manipulation, obstruction; false excuses, distortion. Prosecute wrongdoers. 
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Lih Young (Write-in, Democratic)  continued    U.S. Senator 

 
INEQUALITY: What policies would you support to address increasing concern about 
economic, racial, and social inequality? 
 Equal protection, non-discrimination; employment/business/activities; 
rights/homes/vehicles/resources/reputation/freedoms/ affiliation, environment; 
document, evidence. Equal pay, sick paid leaves. Prosecute “official misconduct-
government gang- MURDER- FRAUD- CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS" operation; 
threat/coercion/victimization; 
physical/mental/financial/medication/litigations/levies/foreclosures 
 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 Prosecute "official misconduct-government gang- MURDER-FRAUD- CRIME- 
INJUSTICE NETWORKS” operation, unjust practices= ROBBER-ISM; 
false/misleading/abuse/deprivation; inc. civic non- profit, think tanks. Reduce tax 
burden/increase revenues. Promote productivity, accountability, public interest, social 
needs; solve socio- economic-political- election- media- budget- legislation-system 
problems. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you? 
 Prosecute/eliminate “official misconduct-government gang- MURDER- FRAUD- 
CRIME- INJUSTICE NETWORKS"= "cruel tyranny"= "robbery machine"= "ROBBER-
ISM"= “super classes of crimes, parasites, welfares, disservices”; public-private; 3 
branches, local- global. Promote accountability, social needs. objective evaluations. 
Televise candidate debate; maintain/disseminate accurate meaningful records. 
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Candidates for U.S. Representative in Congress 
 
Duties: Representatives make laws along with the members of the Senate, and may 
conduct investigations on issues of national importance. Laws that impose taxes always 
begin in the House of Representatives. Representatives determine whether a public 
official should be tried, if accused of a crime. 
 
How Elected: Each of the 435 Representatives is elected to a two-year term, serving a 
specific district. Each State has at least one Representative, but the total number is 
based on the population in the most recent census. Representatives must be at least 25 
years old, have been citizens of the United States for at least 7 years and be residents 
of the state they want to represent. 
 
Term: Two years     Base Salary: $174,000 

 
Congressional District 3 

Vote for no more than 1 if you live in this district. 
 
ISSUES (6 additional topics appear in printed Voters’ Guide on Qualifications, Economy, Foreign Policy, 

Immigration, Environment and Inequality) 

 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 

 Mark Plaster (Rep): Congress needs to streamline regulations and the tax code 
so the innovative, entrepreneurial potential of the American people can flourish. The tax 
code needs to be simplified and flatter so that government gets out of the business of 
picking winners and losers. The corporate tax code should be globally competitive and 
the death tax should end. 
 
 John Sarbanes (Dem): The tax code should reflect our nation’s values— 
encouraging private enterprise and innovation, strengthening communities and ensuring 
that the shared costs of government are distributed equitably. Changes to the current 
tax structure must be undertaken with the greatest caution so as not to cause 
unanticipated consequences for American taxpayers or compromise the Nation’s overall 
fiscal outlook. 
 
 Nnabu Eze (Grn): The present Federal tax structure is outdated and economic 
conditions have changed since its adoption in the 1930s. I would support any policy that 
calls for a simple tax system with rates that are the same across different income 
sources or types of expenditures. Universal exemptions, deductions or credits are much 
simpler to administrate than targeted ones. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you?  
 
 Mark Plaster (Rep): Health care insurance premiums and deductibles continue 
to spiral upward. I will support policies that open up competition and innovation that  
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 Mark Plaster (Dem) continued     U.S. Representative - District 3 

 
lowers the cost of healthcare while improving quality and maintaining universal 
coverage for everyone. 
 
 John Sarbanes (Dem): One of my top priorities is to end the reign of big money 
in our political system that has corroded our institutions of democracy. That’s why I 
introduced the Government By the People Act which would amplify the voices of 
everyday Americans by empowering grassroots supporters, providing a tax credit for 
campaign contributions and supporting candidates when they are up against Super 
PACs. 
 
 Nnabu Eze (Grn): I support an increase of the minimum wage to $15 by 2020. 
The current minimum wage is outdated and too low for this day and time. The United 
States is the only industrialized Nation without paid sick time or family leave; this 
workplace policy is out of synch with the changing realties of modern families, and with 
changing roles of men and woman both at home and work. 
 

Write-In Candidate for U.S. Representative, District 3 filed with Board of Elections 
 

Ann Dalrymple (Write-in, Democratic) 
 

Campaign Facebook Page: http://www.facebook.com/DalrympleMD3 
Campaign Email: dalrympleannm@gmail.com 

 
QUALIFICATIONS: How does your experience prepare you for the duties of a 
Representative? 
 As a Social Justice minister for my church, I have researched & advocated on 
social issues. As a skilled statistical/modelling, & program/management, & medical 
analyst, I am familiar with technological advancements & databases available for 
governmental problem-solving. I have studied international negotiations & intelligence at 
the graduate level. I make effective use of polls & social media. 
 
ECONOMY: What economic policies would you support to assist low and middle 
income citizens? 
 A formula-based living wage as the minimum wage, 2) Free public school 
education through undergraduate college years for qualified students, forgiveness of 
interest on student debt, & income-related repayment of the principal, 3) Minimum basic 
food and housing for those employed, seeking employment, or retired, & 4) Economic 
modeling and experimentation as a guide to economic policy-making. 
 
FOREIGN POLICY: What are the most important foreign policy issues and how would 
you address them? 
 Trade and war: 1) Through tax policy & negotiation instructions, I would 
disincentivize the exploitation of foreign workers for private gain Foreign aid would be 
stringently restricted to countries that do not exploit their workers. 2) I would refocus the  
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Ann Dalrymple (Write-in, Democratic) continued  U.S. Representative – District 3  

 
(FOREIGN POLICY…) State Department on non-violent negotiation policy. 3) I would 
also work to sharply curtail weapons sales. 
 
IMMIGRATION: What changes, if any, would you support in immigration policy? 
 I would work to limit deportation to those who have committed felonies, and to 
support language education and legal aid programs. 
 

ENVIRONMENT: What is the most pressing environmental problem and what measures 
would you support to address it? 
 Clean drinking water supply: I would initiate annual federal testing of all 
communities’ drinking water supply, free home-test kits, & a hotline for reports of 
contaminated water. The federal government would manage the communities’ water 
supply that had been contaminated, & federal aid to states with uncorrected 
contamination nation would be audited and adjusted accordingly. 
 
INEQUALITY: What policies would you support to address increasing concern about 
economic, racial, and social inequality? 
 1) A living wage as the minimum wage, 2) Minimum basic housing & food for job 
seekers & retired citizens, and 3) Federal legal aid for discrimination complaints for 
qualified employees. 
 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 1) Remove the limit on payment of Social Security tax, 2) Remove the mortgage 
deduction, 3) Re-establish the estate tax, 4) Equalize income and capital gains taxes, 5) 
Change the tax structure to a more progressive one that better reflects income and 
wealth, and 6) Bind tax incentives for businesses, including NPOs, to actual changes in 
productivity resulting from the tax credit. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you? 
 1) Spiritual (non-religious) issues: We need superordinate, positive goals that we 
all decide upon. We need to find a better way to discern & utilize the talents of our 
citizens. 2) Election fraud needs to be eliminated, 3) Deep criminal justice reforms, 
especially killings by police, police training, & imprisonment for non-violent crimes. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Congressional District 6 
Vote for no more than 1 if you live in this district. 

 
ISSUES: (6 additional topics appear in printed Voters’ Guide on Qualifications, Economy, Foreign Policy, 

Immigration, Environment and Inequality) 
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        U.S. Representative – District 6 
 
TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 
 Amie Hoeber (Rep): An unnecessarily complex and cumbersome tax code 
continues to drive American businesses overseas and imposes a disproportionately 
large burden on small businesses and the self-employed. We must reduce government 
interference in businesses and simplify and reduce taxes so that hard-working 
Americans can keep more of their money to invest in their businesses, their 
communities, and their families. 
 
 John K. Delaney (Dem): I believe that high-earners can and should pay a little 
bit more and support the Buffett Rule, which is designed to make sure that no CEO is 
paying lower taxes than their secretary. We also need to pass international tax reform to 
prevent inversions and bring back corporate profits that are trapped overseas. My 
legislation does this and uses these revenues to rebuild our infrastructure. 
 
 David L. Howser (Lib): Candidate has not responded to any of the questions. 
Check Vote411.org for responses received by 10/31/2016 deadline. 
 
 George Gluck (Grn): According to the GAO, although the maximum corporate 
tax rate is 35%, large, profitable U. S. corporations paid an average effective federal tax 
rate of 12.6% in 2010. In 1955 the tax rate as a share of GDP was 6%. In 2009 it was 
1%. Legislation is required to lower tax credits and discourage the use of offshore tax 
havens that thus transfer the burden of tax payment to working citizens. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you?  
 
 Amie Hoeber (Rep): I am a strong proponent for the protection and economic 
advancement of women. I am a Board Member of the House of Ruth Maryland, which 
supports women and children impacted by domestic violence. Throughout my career I 
have also served as a mentor to women in business and the military. This is a priority 
for me – I will continue to champion the advancement of and equal opportunity for 
women. 
 
 John K. Delaney (Dem): In Congress I have been a strong advocate for 
supporting veterans and military families and have fought to increase federal support for 
the Fisher House Foundation every year I’ve been in office. Fisher House provides free 
lodging near hospitals for the families of veterans and service-members and I believe 
that no veteran should spend time in the hospital alone. 
 
 David L. Howser (Lib): Candidate has not responded to any of the questions. 
Check Vote411.org for responses received by 10/31/2016 deadline. 
 
 George Gluck (Grn):  Electoral Reform: 1. An end to gerrymandering. 2. A 
constitutional right to vote for all citizens. 3. A Constitutional amendment that 
corporations are not “people” and money is not “speech.” 4. Verifiable voting with a 
“paper trail”. 5. Automatic registration at age 18. 6. Early voting days and possibly 
making Election Day a national holiday. 7. Ranked voting to encourage more choices 
for voters. 
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Write-In Candidate for U.S. Representative, District 6 filed with Board of Elections 
 
Ted Athey (Write-in, Unaffiliated) 
 Website: www.tedathey.com 
 
Candidate has not responded to any of the questions. 
Check Vote411.org for responses received by 10/31/2016 deadline. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Congressional District 8 

Vote for no more than 1 if you live in this district. 

 
ISSUES: (6 additional topics appear in printed Voters’ Guide on Qualifications, Economy, Foreign Policy, 

Immigration, Environment and Inequality) 

         
 TAX REFORM: What changes, if any, would you support in federal tax policy? 
 
 Dan Cox (Rep): Jobs and economic mobility are essential to our economy and a 
flat tax eases the burdens for all, putting instant money in the pockets of the working 
middle class, and freeing up investment and business capital for amazing job growth 
potential estimated by the Tax Foundation to produce 12.2% increase in wages in our 
pockets, and close to 5 million new jobs. I would also end the death tax. 
 
 Jamie Raskin (Dem): We need to restore progressivity to the federal income tax 
structure, eliminate special interest loopholes, and stop corporate tax inversion. 
Corporations should not be allowed to pay lower taxes on foreign income than they 
otherwise pay on domestic profits. Ending corporate tax evasion is critical to fighting the 
drastic income inequality that is undermining democracy in America today. 
 
 Jasen Wunder (Lib): Eliminate it. The states would pay a yearly tax to the 
Federal Government to operate the military and other vital Federal agencies. The states 
would collect it however they want based on their own beliefs. 
 
 Nancy Wallace (Grn): Redistribute our over-concentration of wealth from the top 
1% and large, multi-national corporations: Reinstate estate and capital gains taxes at 
1970s rates; Increase subsidies for solar, wind, geothermal, tidal energy; Stop subsidies 
for the petroleum, natural gas, and nuclear industries; All corporations should pay 
income taxes; End farm bill subsidies; Enact Tobin tax on currency speculation. 
 
OTHER PRIORITIES: What other issues are priorities for you?  
 
 Dan Cox (Rep):  I would end common core and increase education opportunities 
for families with tax credits and vouchers, while not reducing funding for public schools 
through additional set-asides to cover voucher programs. I would reduce deficit 
spending and begin paying down our national debt through systemic waste reduction of 
bloated federal agencies. 
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        U.S. Representative – District 8 
 
 Jamie Raskin (Dem): I am a passionate critic of our gun laws and the obscene 
violence engulfing us. Brian Frosh and I steered to passage one of the best gun safety 
laws in America. In Congress, I would use my knowledge of gun policy and the 2nd 
Amendment to ban assault weapons and impose universal background checks. I am a 
strong champion of small-donor campaign finance reform and a relentless foe of 
Citizens United. 
 
 Jasen Wunder (Lib):  Eliminate all Government spying. The US has no business 
collecting your phone records or emails without a specific warrant for YOU! -Term Limits 
are crucial. No more career politicians. I support only being allowed to serve one term 
and I will only serve, if elected, one term. 
 
 Nancy Wallace (Grn): Stopping child sex abuse must be top priority-98% of 
teens trafficked into prostitution were abused. We should withdraw from NAFTA, 
CAFTA, Trans-Pacific Partnership, Fast Track, to restore US sovereignty. We must 
radically transform our approach to freedom and privacy to stop the electronic invasion 
of our lives. I oppose torture, period. Transform our economy to community, cooperative 
businesses. 
 

Write-In Candidate for U.S. Representative, District 8 filed with Board of Elections 
 
Kevin Levester Little (Write-in, Unaffiliated)   
 Filed 10/20/2016, questionnaire sent but no responses received to date 
 Check Vote411.org for responses received by 10/31/2016 deadline. 
 

 
Judicial Candidates for Circuit Court and Court of Special Appeals 

 
All the judges are initially appointed by the Governor.  For the Circuit Court, there was 
no competition in the primary election, so there are three sitting judges for the three 
positions on the general election ballot.  Circuit Court judge biographies are available at:  
http://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/circuitcourt/court/Judges-and-Magistrates.html. 
 
The judges for the Court of Special Appeals are listed only to decide if they should be 
retained in the position; no one runs against them.  Biographies for Special Appeals are 
linked from Judges button at http://www.courts.state.md.us/coappeals/judges.html. 
 
None of the judges has been the subject of a disability opinion or of a complaint filed 
with the Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee.  Also, none of the judges 
responded to the LWVMD questionnaire.  If the majority of voters on any judge choose 
“no,” the judge is dismissed and a new judge is appointed. 
 

http://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/circuitcourt/court/Judges-and-Magistrates.html
http://www.courts.state.md.us/coappeals/judges.html

